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Mint Tudor Grantour Chrono Flyback with Ref 20550N and caliber ETA 2824

Stylish sport Tudor Grantour Flyback with ref 20550N in stainless steel. The watch has a 
round dial with 2 gray color tones. Each hour is represented with a baton and dot. The 
inner dial has a lighter gray color with two sub dials, seconds at 9 o’clock and 
chronograph counter at 3 o’clock. At 6 o’clock comes the date and above “ Grantour – 
Flyback – Swiss made”. Hands are in black with baton style and blue luminous. Hands on 
the sub dials are in red. The watch has a fix black bezel with silver Arabic numerals. The 
crown comes with the Tudor logo and two pushers at 2 and 4 o’clock. The bitable 
lockable chronograph pusher at 2 o’clock is equipped with a bright red marking, which is 
supported with red accents on the timekeeper’s face. The back case is in stainless steel 
with engraved in the back “Tudor Geneve Suisse”. Automatic movement with mythical 
ETA 2824 caliber. The watch is water resistant to 15ATM. The watch comes with two bands 
including a NATO. The watch has a deployant Tudor buckle. Full set with papers, booklet 
and box.

The Tudor name was registered in 1906 by a Swiss watchmaker named Isaac Blumenthal in 
memory of the famous Royal English family who reign from 1495 to 1603. In 1940, Mr. 
Wilsdorf founder and owner of Rolex trade the name “The Tudor”. Since, the Rolex of the 
street guy developed beautiful watches such as the “Hydronaut” or la “Princess Date 
Chronograph” with the particularity to have ETA movement, one of the ever made. 

Technical details

Automatic movement with caliber ETA 2824 with 25 jewels, 28,800 A/h and 38 hours of 
power reserve. The watch is waterproof at 15ATM.

Measurements

Diameter excluding winding crown: 44mm
Length including lugs: 49 mm

Price: Sold
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